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ABSTRACT
Heat transfer performance of perallel miniature heat pipes MHP) of 2.8 mm
ID used for cooling desknp computer prbcessor is presented in this paper. In
ccoling deshtop processors, MIIP consists of six single tube heat pipes
connected by a copper block st the evaporator secfion and ftfteen parallel
copper sheets ased as erternol lins at the condenser section. Ethanol is used as
working fluid. The copper block is placed above the heat soarce (on the top of
the processor) and the condenser section is provided wilh erternal ftns
perpendicular to the MHP. Experimental results show that the naximum and
steady state tenperature of the processor surfoce has been reduced
signiftcantly by using MHP instead of eonventional cooling fan. Addition of
fan at the condenser section shows much low and steady state temperature of
the processor surfoce.
Keywords: CPU Cooling, Deshop Processor, Heat Transfer Performance,
Parallel Miniature Heat Pipes.
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I INTRODUCTION
The computer industry has recognized the importance of thermal
management and that identiffing the component's thermal necessities at the
beginningof the designprocesswili eliminatecostly redesigns.The complexities
of the thermal managernentare compounded due to the increasing heat fluxes
concentratedon decreasingcomponentsizes.The concentratedheat sourcesare
making standardextruded heat sinks less effective due to the inherent conduction
losses.
With the increasingpower of today's microprocessors,a processorcooling
fan is used to theselocal heat sinks. Fan sinks placed directly over the processor
occupy the most valuable real estate in a computer and can interfere with the
placementof add-onboardsand other systemcomponents.Heat pipe (HP) sinks
provide the system designer with a powerful tool. The heat pipes transport heat
away from the obstructions and constraintsof neighboring boards to where it can
be convenientlydissipated.The ability of heat pipe to be formed to meet location
and space availability and its characteristics low temperature potential as a
function of length permit the heat pipe sink system to provide the maximum
effective heat sink surfaceareawith the minimum volume demand.A heat pipe
is essentially a passive heat transfer mechanism results in heat transfer
capabilitiesfrom one hundred tc several thousandtimes that of an equivalent
piece of copper. It is a sealedvesselthat is partially filled with a fluid, which
seryes as the heat transfer media. The envelope is typiqally made of cylindrical
copper tubing, although rectangular cross sections are available. The wall of the
envelope is lined with a wick structure, which generatesthe capillary force that
pulls the condensatefrom the condensersection of the heat pipe back to the
evaporator section. Fig.l shows a schematic illustration of the heat pipe
operation. As heat is applied to the surface of the heat pipe, the working fluid is
vaporized. The vapor at the evaporatorsection is at a slightly higher temperature
and pressure than other areas, and creates a pressure gradient that forces the
vapor to flow to the cooler regions of the heat pipe. As the vapor condenseson
the walls, the latent heat of vaporization is transferred to the condenser. The
capillary wick then transportsthe condensateback to the evaporatorsection.This
is a closedloop processthat continuesas long as the heat is applied.
At present,heat releasedby the Central ProcessingUnit (CPU) of a desktop
and servercomputeris 80 to 130 W and of notebookcomputeris 25 to 50W Lll.
In the latter case,the heatingareaof the chipsethas becomeas small as l- 4 cm2.
This problem is further complicatedby both the limited available spaceand the
restriction to maintain the chip surface temperaturebelow 100'C [2]. It is
expectedthat the conventional cooling fan systemwill not be able to meet the
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Figure 1: Operationof a typical heatpipe.
futuristic therrnal needs of the next generation computers. Other technologies
iike liquid cooling and thermoelectriccoolershave good potential but still create
rnajor integration, reliability and cost issues.With the development in the twophase heat transfer systemsand porous media technology, heat pipes have come
up as a potential candidateto meet thesechallenging needs.Notebook computers
involved the first high votume use of heat pipes when Intel introduceci ihe
Pentium@
TCP packagesin 1994 [3]. The main reasonfor the use of heatpipes is
the Pentium* power dissipation level and the limitation and constraints of space
and weight in notebooks.Comparedto metal plates or heat sinks, heat pipes offer
excellent thermal performance with much less weight and can spread the heat
away from the CPU to other areas where the heat can be rejected. Today,
Pentium@based notebooks and sub-notebooks are estimated to use several
millions of heatpipes annuallybasedon the PC basednotebookvolume.
The performance of natural convection heat sinks is directly dependent on
tlre effective surface area: more effective surface area results in better
perfbrmance.The increaseof the microprocessorspeedand number of transistors
crampedinto the processorcore silicon die has continuouslydriven up its power
dissipation. Heat sink sizes have been increasingin personal computers,from the
2u x 2' aluminum extrusion heat sinks for i486 to the 3' x 3' heat sinks for
Pentium@and even large heat sinks for the latest Pentium@II microprocessors.
Heat pipes as the higher level therrnal solutions are naturally being investigated
as the potentialthermal solutionsfor thesesystems[4].
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Mechanical components with moving parts are the most unreliable
components in desktop computers. One of the severe problems of today's
processorcooling fan is the generationof noise. Much effort has been made in
recent years to minimize noise generatedby CPU cooling fans, a fact that has
been demonstratedby the popularity of variable and low speedfans coupled with
efficient CPU heat sink designs. Even with the adjustable fans generating lower
noise at lower speeds,the main noise sourcesin a computer system are fans and
hard drive. Therefore, the best way to eliminate the noise is to remove these
sources.As it is impracticalto get rid of the hard drives, it seemslike a good idea
to cool the CPU without a fan. After looking at products based on heat pipe
technology,such as Zalman'sgraphicscard coolers,a good idea could be to try
passiveCPU cooling utilizing heatpipes [5], [6] and [7].
The heat pipe can, even in its simplest form, provide a unique medium for
the study of several aspectsof fluid dynamics and heat transfer and it is growing
in significance as a tool for use by the practicing engineer or physicist in
applications ranging from heat recovery to precise control of electronic
equipments.Normally for theseequipmentsheat pipes of diameter 3 to 6 mm and
length less than 400 mm are preferred[8]. Most preferablelength is 150 mm l9l.
The heat pipe applications for cooling computer CPU was started in the last
decadeand now 98% ofnotebooks PCs are cooledby using heatpipes.
Studies on the application of heat pipes having the diameter of 3 or 4 mm for
cooling notebook PC CPU have been actively conducted by the American and
Japaneseenterprises[7], [10] and [1].An experimentalstudy is performed by
Tanim et al. [12] to investigatethe perforrnanceof cooling desktop processors
using heat pipe of 5.8 mm ID and a length of 150 mm with respectto the normal
fanned CPU unit. They reported that the use of heat pipe may eliminate the use
of the processorfans. Additionally heat pipe technology is emerging as a costeffective thermal design solution for the desktop industry. So far no investigation
has beenconductedfor cooling desktopprocessorwith MHP. The conceptin this
experiment is to draw the heat fiom the CPU into one end of MHP while making
the other end of the MHP as extended fins of copper plate to expel the heat into
the air. Finally the performanceof the MHP in cooling desktop processoris
investigatedwith respectto conventionalfannedCPU cooling system.
AND TEST PROCEDURE
The experimental setup for this study mainly consistsof four parts - parallel
MHP, a desktopcomputer,temperaturemeasurementsystemand cooling system.
Six MHP are placed parallel to each other for cooling purpose.These are made
of copper tube of inner diameter of 2.8 mm and outer diameters of 3.8 mm
2 EXPERIMENTAL

APPARATUS
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Figure 2: Extendedfins ofcopper
sheetin the condensersection.

Figure 3: Grtrovescut in the copper
blocks for insertingMHP in the
evaporatorsection.

having a length of 150 mm.There are three sectionsin every MHP: evaporator,
adisbaticand condenser.Ethar'olis usedes the working fluid in this experiment.
The condenserseclion of MHP is rnadeof copper sheetsof 67 mm x 5A mm
(tbickness0.5 mm) placed parallel as cxtendedfins at a constantinterval of 5 mm
as shown in Fig.2. Pletesare weided with ihe MHP for better heat transfer.As
there is spaccconstraininside tire CPU, theseare bend at 90oin adiabaticsection.
The evaporato;section is insertedinto ',he grooves of copper blocks shown in
Fig.3, which is placed cn the top of the processorto remove the generatedheat.
T'...,occpper biocks cf 67 mm x 50 mm x I mm are made very precisely to rnate
with the MHP. Grooves are cur inside the blccks. The blocks are precise in
dimension.The surfb.cesare finished highly to reduce the ccntact resistanceas
well as to increasethe heat transferrate. The different sectionsof parallel MHP
are shown in Fig.4 (a).
Heat generatedin the processorenters the evaporator section where it
causesworking fluid to vaporize.The vaporizedfluid createsa pressuregradient
lvhich'fcrces the vapor tou,ard the condensersection. Vapor travels from the
evaporatorto the condenserthrough the adiabatic section. The working fluid
condensesand releasesits latent heat of vaporization.The condensedworking
iluid is drawn back into the pores of the wick for return to the evaporator.The
wick serves as a pump using capillary pressureto return the fluid from the
ccndenserto the evaporator. Before bending in the adiabatic section to the
desiredangle,a single layer wick of stainlesssteelof 200 meshesis insertedintc
eachMHP which remains in contact-withthe inner surfaceof the tube as shown
in Fig.4 (b). The amountof rvorking fluid pouredinto the heatpipes has a charge
ratio of 0.9" The charse ratio is defineC as a ratio of the volume cf the fluid
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Figure 4: MHP with evaporator,adiabaticand condensersectionsfor cooling
of desktopprocessor.
actually charged to the volume of the evaporator section. Both ends of these are
properly sealeci. Nine calibrated K-fipe (O : 0.18 mm) thermocouples are
attached at the wall of each MHP using adhesive to measure the wall
temperature:four units at the evaporatorsection, one unit at the adiabatic section
and four units at the condensersection. Locations of thermocouplesconnectedon
different points along the length of the HP are shown in the Fig.5 (a). The
surface temperature of the processor is also measured by four K-type
thermocouples as shown in Fig.5 (b). All thermocouples are connected with a
digital temperature indicator (YF-160A, K-type thermometer) through selector
switches. Thermocouples used for temperature measurement on the walls of
MHP and processorsurfaceare estimatedto have uncertainty smaller than0.2"C.
Experiment is conductedin two arrangements.In one arangement, the CPU
is cooled by using MHP only as shown in Fig.6. In the other arrangement,the
cooling is enhancedby using a conventionalcooling fan in addition to the MHP
at the condensersection as shown in Fig.7. Processorsurface temperafure and
wall temperature of MHP are recorded for 150 minutes at an interval of
l0 minutes. Experiments have been performed in a room condition having an
ambient temperatureof 28.5"C to 29.6"C. To simulate the experimental condition
with the normal running condition of the CPU, no insulation is applied on the
processor surface. For this reason, heat generation in the processor is not
considered.
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Figure 5: Locations of thermocoupleson the MHP axial position and surface of
the processor'.
Experimental parameters and configurations of the desktop computer used in
this experiment are given in Table.l and Table.2 respectively.

parameters.
Table 1: Experimental
Parameters
Number of the heat pipes
Diameter of the heatpipes (mrn\
L,engthof the heat pipe (mm\
Length of the evaporator section(mm)
Length of the adiabatic sectron(mm)
Length of the condensersection (zn)

Condition

6
ID:2.8:OD:3.8
150
50
30
70

Working fluid

Ethanol
67x50x8

Dimension of the copperblock(mm)
Dimension of the copper sheet(mm)
Charge ratio

67x50x0.5
0.9
200mesh

Wick (SS)

Table 2: Configuration of the desktop computer.
Components
Processor
Fan
Ram
Hard disk
Power box

Specification

Ali Ml542Al
Powerlogic- DC brushlessFan,
Model-PL80S12H-1
;DC-12V,0.I 8A
16MB
Seagate;Model ST3432lA; 1OGB

rrs/230vAC.15A/ 10A
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Figure 6: Experimentalsetupfor
coolingdesktopprocessor
by using
MHP.

tr'igure7: Experimentalsetupfor
coolingdesktopprocessorby using
MHP with coolingfan.

3 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Heat generatedin the processorentersthe evaporator section of MHP causes
working fluid to vapoize. This lowers the temperatureof the processor surface.
Fig.8 shows the variation of the processorsurfacetemperaturewith time. Results
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Figure 9: Temperature profile along the length of the MHP using ethanol as
working fluid.
of Tanim et al. [12] is included in this plot to comparetheir results with results of
the present study. The figure indicates that:
. The maximum temperature on the processor surface by using conventional
cooling fan and aluminum heat sink is 90.8"C.
. Replacement of the cooling fan and aluminum heat sink with six MHP of
2.8 mm ID with ethanol as working fluid reduces the maximum processor
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snrface temp:rature tr; 73.8"C. Addition of a ccoling fan in the condenser
section reducesthe processorsurface temperatureto 69.7"C. Replacementof
the cooling fan and aluminum heat sink with four heat pipes of 5.8 mm ID
with acetone as working fluid reduces the maximum processor surface
temperature to 81.7"C. Addition of a cooling fan in the condenser section
reduces the processor surface temperature to 77.4"C. For MHP of 2.8 mm
ID, in both the casesthe processorsurface temperaturesare much lower than
those of four heat pipes of 5.8 mm ID. Therefore, MHP system with six MHP
is significantly better than the solution with four bigger heat pipes with
5.8 mm ID. Similar findings about the effect of diameter on enhancementof
boiling heat transfer are also reported by Ishibashi and Nishikawa [13] and
Klimenko et al. [4].

Ethanol Aftr :r Time t:30 min: MIIPs of 2.8 mm ID
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Figure 10: Temperature profile of the MHP along their length after a time
t:30 min.
tr'ig.9 shows the axial wall temperature dishibution along the length of the
MHP for the time duration of 150 minutes. For six MHP without fan, the
maximum wall temperature in the evaporator section is 55.3"C as shown in
Fig.9 (a). Addition of a cooling fan lowers the temperature to 53.4"C which is
shown in Fig.9 (b). The steady state temperatures in both cases are attained
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approximately after 7A minutes from the start of the CPU. Fig.f0 shows the
variation of the axial wall temperaturealong the length of the MHP of 2.8 mmID
and I.8 mm ID with and without the cooling fan for a transient time
t : 30 minutes after the start of CPU. For both cases,uniformity of temperature
in the evaporator and condensersectionsindicates the reliability of using parallel
MHP for the cooHng of desktopprocessor.

4 CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusionscanbe drawnfrom the experimentalstudyof the
performancetest cf six MHP of 2.8 mm ID in cooling of desltop computer
processor:
. Replacement
of conventionalcoolingfan andaluminumheatsink with MHP
showsmuchefficientcoolingsystemfor desktopprocessor.
. Addition of a fan at the condenser
sectionof MHP providesmaximumlow
temperature
of the processorsurface.
. Steadystatetemperatures
in theevaporatorsectionof MHP for both with and
without cooling fan are attainedapproximatelyafter 70 minutesfrom the
startof the CPU.
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